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Snap on Tools?

  The Microchip “Snap” is a lightweight, both mechanically and electrically, version of the latest in
the Pickit series of programmers /debuggers. Among it’s advantages are that it’s low cost, less than
£30, is half of the price of the current PicKit, the PicKit 4, and about a tenth as much as an ICD4. 
Whilst the Snap has fewer facilities than these other devices, see the tables below, it is more than
adequate for hobbyist use for programming occasional PICs or AtMegas.  When it was first
announced a couple of years ago it was priced at £10. I purchased one, and evangelised it’s use to
others at the 65 Club meetings in Prestwick. Several members bought one then based upon my
recommendation
     My, now elderly, Snap has been continually updated, by the MPLAB IDE that I use with it to
program chips, and so it’s in exactly the same state as a new one bought today would be. I have also
made a couple of stripboard based converters to allow it to program the various arduinos, and to
program and debug via JTAG. All in all a useful, if tiny, tool.
    One of the problems with it is that it comes as a ‘bare board’, fully assembled and working, but
without an enclosure.  Enclosures for electronics are used to keep things neat, tidy and recognisable,
but in the case of the Snap, an enclosure serves a further purpose.  This tool lies on the workbench
when in use and when not in use, so it is liable to come into contact with screws, tools, components
and so on, any or all of which could cause short circuits, damaging the tool, the circuit to which it’s
attached, and possibly even the operator.  
   Safety is everything. So a simple enclosure was designed and built for the Snap.

The Snap inside it’s enclosure. The device’s 8 pin header emerges to the left, with a spot of tipp-ex to
mark pin 1, and it’s USB connection is not visible to the right of the little box. The sticker serves as a
reminder of usual pin functions, and the two little holes above and to the right of the sticker expose
the two tiny surface mount status LEDS. The little box is 12mm thick, and it’s two halves,
appropriately enough, snap together.
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A search for ‘Microchip Snap’ on thingiverse.com returns 8 sensible designs, Yeggi returns many
more. Some of these designs incorporate extensions to suit adaptor boards, etc, and so may be much
more useful than my now rather elderly and rather basic two part snap together box. It would be
possible for example to ‘mash up’ the Snap enclosure with a favourite PIC or arduino board footing,
thus keeping them together and keeping them both safe from benchtop accidents.

As ever, if you are interested in exploring any of these topics, just let me know, or bring it up at a
Sunday zoom chat session.  

In the mean time stay safe and well.

Chic
(chic@computer.org )

Tables Below
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Table 1: Features Comparison
Feature MPLAB Snap MPLAB PICkit 4
Enclosure No, exposed PCB Yes
USB Powered Yes Yes
USB Speed High High
USB Cable supplied No Yes
Programmable Vpp No Yes
Programmable Vdd No Yes
Emulator Power No Yes
Power to Target No Yes - 50 mA
Voltage Monitoring No Yes
Current Sensing No Yes
Target Power Yes Yes
Target Voltage Boost No Yes
RGB Indicators LED Yes
Software Breakpoints Yes Yes
Breakpoints Complex Complex
Buffered Pin Drivers Yes Yes
Configurable pull-ups No Yes
Drag’n’ Drop Programming Yes Yes
Programmer to Go No Yes
Production Programmer No Yes
Products Supported Most Flash MCUs All Flash MCUs 
Pay-Per-Feature No Yes
I²C DGI Yes Yes
CDD UART Yes Yes
SEE configuration (boot) Yes Yes
SPI DGI Yes Yes
USART DGI Yes Yes
USB Serialization Yes Yes
Recovery Method PCB pads Pushbutton

Table 2: Interfaces Comparison
Interface MPLAB Snap MPLAB PICkit 4
Microchip ICSP™ Yes Yes
MIPS EJTAG 2wire Yes Yes
MIPS EJTAG 4wire Yes Yes
ARM® SWD Yes Yes
AVR® 32 JTAG 4wire Yes Yes
PDI Yes, low voltage only Yes
UPDI Yes, low voltage only Yes
UPDI/HV No Yes
TPI Yes Yes
ISP Programming Yes Yes
debugWIRE Yes Yes
AWIRE Yes Yes
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